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The coevolutionary interactions between avian brood parasites and their hosts

provide a powerful system for investigating the diversity of animal coloration.

Specifically, reciprocal selection pressure applied by hosts and brood parasites

can give rise to novel forms and functions of animal coloration, which largely

differ from those that arise when selection is imposed by predators or mates.

In the study of animal colours, avian brood parasite–host dynamics therefore

invite special consideration. Rapid advances across disciplines have paved

the way for an integrative study of colour and vision in brood parasite–host

systems. We now know that visually driven host defences and host life history

have selected for a suite of phenotypic adaptations in parasites, including

mimicry, crypsis and supernormal stimuli. This sometimes leads to vision-

based host counter-adaptations and increased parasite trickery. Here, we

review vision-based adaptations that arise in parasite–host interactions,

emphasizing that these adaptations can be visual/sensory, cognitive or pheno-

typic in nature. We highlight recent breakthroughs in chemistry, genomics,

neuroscience and computer vision, and we conclude by identifying important

future directions. Moving forward, it will be essential to identify the genetic

and neural bases of adaptation and to compare vision-based adaptations to

those arising in other sensory modalities.

This article is part of the themed issue ‘Animal coloration: production,

perception, function and application’.
1. Introduction
Interspecific avian brood parasitism is rare, with just 1% of bird species acting as

obligate parasites [1]. In these systems, the brood parasite infiltrates the nest of a

different bird species, lays an egg and offloads all parental care to the host. This

form of social parasitism has evolved independently at least seven times in

birds: once each in ducks, honeyguides, finches and New World blackbirds (cow-

birds), and three times in cuckoos [2]. Outside of birds, interspecific brood

parasitism is extremely limited among vertebrates, having evolved infrequently

in fishes [3], possibly in frogs [4], and never in non-avian reptiles or mammals

(to our knowledge). Among invertebrates, the strategy has repeatedly evolved

in insects [5,6]. Birds and insects are without doubt the best studied interspecific

brood parasites, with the coevolutionary battles between parasite and host

unfolding in similar ways in the two systems [6]. However, while insect brood

parasites largely use chemical trickery to outwit their hosts [6], in birds the war

is waged in colour and sound (table 1).

Some of the most spectacular visual signals in the animal world result from

interactions between avian brood parasites and their hosts. Textbook examples

(figure 1) include the mimetic eggs laid by the common cuckoo Cuculus canorus
and the cuckoo finch Anomalospiza imberbis, the gape-mimicking armpit of a

Horsfield’s hawk-cuckoo Cuculus fugax chick and the elaborate mouth markings

of parasitic Vidua finch nestlings. These visual signals, designed to deceive and

exploit potential foster parents, have evolved in response to selection pressure
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Table 1. The sensory ecology of avian brood parasite – host interactions. Avian hosts and brood parasites exploit a range of sensory modalities as they evolve
adaptations and counter-adaptations in coevolutionary arms races. We compare host defences and parasite responses (trickery), as well as host life-history
characteristics and parasite adaptations to these characteristics (tuning), across four sensory channels: visual, acoustic, chemical/olfactory and tactile.

stage of
breeding cycle visual acoustic chemical/olfactory tactile

FRONTLINE: ACCESSING THE NEST

host defence mob adult female

cuckoos [7]

referential alarm calls [32] sit tightly on the nest

and attack parasite at

the nest [42]

parasite trickery plumage mimicry of hawks

[7 – 9]

polymorphic plumage

[10,11]

host life-history

characteristic

nest defence general alarm calls against

predators [33]

parasite tuning elevated nest defence

elicits more parasitism of

better (older) hosts [12]

eavesdrop on vocalizations to

select nests that are well

defended [34]

EGGS: LAYING AND INCUBATION

host defence reject foreign eggs based on

visual appearance [13]

egg signatures [14,15]

unknown, but some hosts

can discriminate against

artificial eggs with a

different smell [41]

reject foreign eggs

(including by

desertion or burial)

based on touch

[43,44]

parasite trickery cryptic parasite eggs [16]

host-egg mimicry [13]

mimicry of host-egg

signatures

supernormal parasite

eggs [17]

laying eggs in host nests

with better host –

parasite egg match [18]

lay small eggs relative

to body size [12,45]

lay eggs with stronger

shells [46]

host life-history

characteristic

preference for large eggs

[19,20]

parasite tuning supernormal eggs [17]

CHICKS AND FLEDGLINGS: PROVISIONING YOUNG

host defence reject foreign chicks

[21 – 23]

chick signatures [24]

reject foreign chicks, possibly

based on vocalizations [35,36]

transmit host-specific password to

host chicks incubated in the

nest [35]

reject chicks based on

prolonged presence in

the nest [47]

parasite trickery host-chick mimicry [25,26]

mimicry of chick

signature [24]

potential mimicry of chick begging

calls; this could also be tuning

designed to enhance host

provisioning [37]

(Continued.)
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Table 1. (Continued.)

stage of
breeding cycle visual acoustic chemical/olfactory tactile

host life-history

characteristic

provision chicks provision chicks

host chicks imprint on their

parents for species recognition

parasite tuning supernormal gape [27 – 29]

supernormal begging [30]

gape mimicry [31]

begging calls that are structurally

similar to those of host

chicks [37]

exaggerated, supernormal begging

calls [38,39]

password to avoid imprinting on

host for species recognition [40]
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imposed by hosts. In turn, brood parasite adaptations can

trigger the evolution of new visual traits in the hosts, such as

egg colour polymorphisms, egg pattern signatures and more

elaborate gape markings. Thus, avian brood parasite–host

dynamics are unique evolutionary forces that can be powerful

generators of both phenotypic novelty and diversity.

In this review, we focus on the central role of colour and

vision across avian brood parasite–host systems. We begin

by examining the visual defences and adaptations involved

at each stage of the arms race. Next we explore how recent

advances in the study of colour, from chemistry and genomics

to neuroscience and computer vision, are transforming our

ideas about parasite–host coevolution. We conclude by iden-

tifying the most important unresolved questions for future

colour and vision research in the context of brood parasitism.
2. Review of adaptations at different stages of
the arms race

Visual signals can have a distinctive colour and pattern, as

well as shape and size. For the purposes of this review, we

focus on the colour and pattern aspects of the parasite’s and

host’s phenotypes. In brood parasite–host systems, adaptations

involving vision and coloration (hereafter ‘vision-based adap-

tations’) can take on many forms and can evolve at each stage

of the breeding cycle (the frontline, eggs and incubation,

chicks and fledglings) (figure 1). In the brood parasite, the

coevolved response to host defences is referred to as ‘trickery,’

which helps the parasite avoid discrimination by the host

[13]. When instead the brood parasite evolves in response to

the host’s life-history strategies, this is known as parasite

‘tuning,’ which usually helps the parasite increase host parental

care [13].

The extent to which vision-based adaptations have evolved

varies dramatically across brood parasite–host systems. Some

brood parasites are highly virulent, like the common cuckoo

chick that evicts all of the host’s eggs and hatchlings in order

to fully monopolize the host’s resources. Other brood parasites

are less virulent, like the great spotted cuckoo Clamator
glandarius chick that is raised alongside the host’s own nest-

lings. In general, parasitic virulence is linked with the host’s
coevolved defences. The greater the fitness costs imposed by

the parasite on the host, the stronger the host’s defences and

the more sophisticated the parasite’s counter-adaptations [5].

Consequently, the most advanced host recognition systems

and the most elaborate visual ‘trickery’ by parasites appear

to have evolved when the parasite is a highly virulent, evicting

species [5,51]. By contrast, when visual signals in the brood

parasite result from ‘tuning’ into the host’s life-history traits,

the playing field is levelled. Evicting and non-evicting parasites

both benefit by exploiting host provisioning strategies, and a

swath of vision-based adaptions has evolved for this purpose.

In the case of ‘tuning,’ parasite virulence is no longer predicted

to be positively correlated with more sophisticated or diverse

visual displays [51].

An array of vision-based adaptations can evolve at each

stage of the parasitic progression. Highlighting the diversity

of such adaptations reveals the potent role vision can play

in mediating the escalation of the arms race (figure 1 and

table 1). First, host vision (figure 2a) can influence the evolution

of host discrimination against the brood parasite, which can

then lead to several phenotypic counter-adaptations in the

parasite, including crypsis, mimicry and polymorphism. In

response to parasite mimicry, hosts can evolve visual signatures.

A second set of phenotypic adaptations in the parasite, includ-

ing supernormal (exaggerated) eggs and chicks, can evolve to

‘tune’ into host visual behaviours involved in incubation and

provisioning (figure 2a). The extent to which phenotypic adap-

tations actually lead to further refinements in the host’s sensory

systems to enhance discrimination abilities is not well under-

stood: for example, whether phenotypic ‘tuning’ achieved by

the parasite has a feedback effect on host vision and cognition

is not known. Moreover, once parasites evolve egg mimicry,

hosts might evolve better levels of discrimination outright or

they might evolve egg signatures [15,52,53].

Parasite vision (figure 2b) can also influence arms race

dynamics. Parasites can develop several sensory–perceptual

(visual) and cognitive (decision rule) adaptations, including

the ability to detect and select appropriate host nests and to dis-

criminate against other parasite eggs. In turn, these adaptations

can produce further phenotypic adaptations, in the form of

host and parasite crypsis, which may in turn lead to refined

visual and cognitive processes. Taken together, host and

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. Adaptations involving colour at the frontline, egg, chick and fledgling stages. (a) The rufous-morph female common cuckoo mimics the appearance of a
(b) sparrowhawk, which can reduce mobbing behaviour by hosts. The rufous-morph cuckoo has an added advantage if hosts recognize it less readily than the more
common grey-morph. (c) The parasitic cuckoo finch has evolved polymorphic eggs to match the range of polymorphic egg colours exhibited by their hosts, the
tawny-flanked prinia. The inner circle shows eggs laid by different cuckoo finch females, while the outer circle shows eggs laid by prinia females. (d ) Genetically
distinct host-races of the common cuckoo lay a range of eggs (top row) to match those of their preferred European hosts (bottom row). The degree of egg colour and
pattern mimicry varies. (e) Various Chalcites cuckoo chicks (left) mimic the skin coloration—and even the natal down—of host chicks (right). ( f ) The parasitic pin-
tailed whydah (left) mimics the gape markings of its host, the common waxbill (right). (g) The horsfield’s hawk-cuckoo elicits increased feeding from its foster
parent by displaying a wing patch that mimics an extra gape. (h) Parasitic fledgling screaming cowbirds (centre) mimic the plumage patterns of host fledgling
greyish baywings (left), and receive prolonged parental care, unlike non-mimetic fledgling shiny cowbirds (right). (i) An adult parasitic female cuckoo finch (left)
looks almost identical to a harmless adult female red bishop (right), which confuses host tawny-flanked prinias. Image credits: (a) C. Fleming, (b) D. Kjaer, (c)
C. Spottiswoode, (d ) M. C. Stoddard (copyright Natural History Museum, UK), (e) N. E. Langmore [25], ( f ) J. Schuetz [48], (g) K. Tanaka, (h) C. De Marsico and
J. Reboreda [49], and (i) C. Spottiswoode [50].
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parasite visual systems can facilitate the evolution of a remark-

ably varied suite of visual/sensory, cognitive and phenotypic

adaptations, which we review in the subsequent subsections.
(a) The frontline
The first vision-based adaptations evolve at the frontline [54].

To realize any reproductive success, the brood parasite’s
first task is to access the host’s nest. Many hosts will mob

brood parasites [55], sometimes engaging in extreme violence.

Some cuckoo lineages have evolved a visual trick to reduce

host aggression: mimicry of hawk-like plumage [9,56]

(figure 1a,b). However, great reed warbler Acrocephalus arundi-
naceus hosts can readily distinguish between common cuckoos

and sparrowhawks Accipiter nisus at close range, indicating

that cuckoo mimicry is imperfect [57]: the precise visual cues

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


further refinements
host vision
and cognition

further refinements
parasite vision
and cognition

visual and cognitive adaptations

visual and cognitive adaptations
phenotypic adaptations

phenotypic adaptations
— host: sensory/perceptual discrimination of the
     brood parasite based on the visual appearance of
     the parasite and/or the visual appearance of the
     host’s own eggs and chicks (F, E, C)
— host: refined and flexible cognitive decision rules
     to recognize parasites with the fewest recognition
     errors and costs (F, E, C)

— parasite: detection of host adults and nests (F)
— parasite: selection of individual host nests containing eggs
     that will provide an especially good match to the parasite’s (E)
— parasite: selection of host nest at appropriate stage (E)
— parasite: detection and removal of other parasite eggs in a
     previously parasitized nest (E)

F = frontline, E = eggs and incubation, C = chicks and fledglings

— host: cryptic appearance, cryptic nests (F)
— parasite: cryptic appearance to avoid
     detection by other parasites (E)

host: mimicry of parasite's exaggerated
signals (C)

— parasite: cryptic appearance (F, E)
— parasite: mimicry of threatening predators (F)
— parasite: polymorphic appearance (F, E, C)
— parasite: mimicry of the host (F, E, C)

— parasite: exaggerated signals that tap into
     host preferences (E, C)

host: evolution of visual signatures (E, C)

(a)

(b)

host
vision

parasite
vision

host life history

Figure 2. The coevolutionary dynamics of vision-based adaptations. Host vision (a) and parasite vision (b) are implicated in the evolution of visual and cognitive
adaptations, which can influence reciprocal selection for phenotypic adaptations. In turn, phenotypic adaptations can lead to further refinements of vision and
cognition. In some cases, phenotypic adaptations in the parasite can evolve to ‘tune’ into aspects of the host’s life history (A, light grey arrow), such as
visual behaviours involved in incubation and provisioning.
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to which hosts respond are unclear [58]. An additional guise

evolved by some cuckoos involves plumage polymorphism

[59]. Female common cuckoos possess either grey or rufous plu-

mage (figure 1a); in turn, experiments showed that the less

common morph can evade host recognition because hosts

have learned to attack the more common morph [10]. Beyond

cuckoos, adult female parasitic cuckoo finches Anomalospiza
imberbis closely resembleharmless femaleadult sympatricweav-

ers (figure 1i), an illusion which may reduce mobbing or warp

host birds’ perception of parasitism risk [50]. Some brood para-

sites might evolve cryptic plumage to avoid detection during

host-nest searching, but this idea requires further testing [54].

The effect of host frontline defences on the brood parasite

is clear: it can lead to mimicry, polymorphism or possibly

camouflage. But can brood parasites influence the appearance

of hosts? Perhaps, brood parasites locate host nests using

the conspicuousness of the host’s plumage as a cue; among

hosts of brown-headed cowbirds Molothrus ater, however,

this does not appear to be true [60]. Another possibility is

that brood parasites (and probably predators) might select

for concealed, cryptic host nests [61].
(b) Eggs and incubation
Once the brood parasite thwarts the host’s frontline defences,

it lays an egg in the host’s nest. Hosts of many brood
parasites have evolved egg rejection as a defence: it has

been shown experimentally that hosts of parasitic ducks,

cuckoos, cowbirds and cuckoo finches use visual cues to

reject foreign eggs [51]. In response, many brood parasites

have evolved egg mimicry: the common cuckoo (figure 1d)

and the cuckoo finch (figure 1c ) provide some of the most

intricate examples. Common cuckoo females belong to mito-

chondrially distinct host-races, each of which prefers a

particular host species. If the host is a shrewd egg rejecter,

common cuckoos (of that host-race) have evolved exceptional

eggshell pattern and colour mimicry [52,62]. However, if the

host is a poor egg rejecter, common cuckoos have not

evolved a closely mimetic egg. Like common cuckoos,

cuckoo finches belong to genetically distinct host-races

which lay mimetic eggs [63], but their eggs are even more

outlandish: different individuals within a single host-race

lay eggs that are red, blue or white in colour (figure 1c).

As a defence against mimicry, many hosts have evolved

individually recognizable egg signatures to make recognition

of foreign eggs easier. This is true in tawny-flanked prinia

Prinia subflava hosts of cuckoo finches, where females in a popu-

lation lay eggs that are highly variable among individuals

[14,63]. Thus, the polymorphic eggs evolved by the cuckoo

finch (described above) are an adaptation to host-egg signa-

tures. The coevolutionary dynamics of this system are written

on the eggs: first hosts evolve egg rejection, then parasites

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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evolve mimicry, then hosts evolve polymorphisms/signatures,

then parasites forge those signatures by diversifying their

own eggs. In the prinia–cuckoo finch system, some hosts

appear to be winning this arms race, having recently produced

a green egg colour to which the parasites have not yet evolved

a matching egg morph [64]. Even in the absence of strong colour

polymorphism, common cuckoo hosts can evolve individually

recognizable egg patterns within the same host population

[15], revealing the refinement with which coevolutionary

interactions can produce new visual signals.

An evolutionary history of the arms race between host

rejection and parasitic mimicry is expected to impact not

only the phenotypic components of the host eggs (and chicks

or fledglings; see §2c below) but also the discrimination

thresholds and other cognitive decision rules by which hosts

recognize and reject foreign offspring (figure 2a). Hosts

might evolve memory-free recognition mechanisms, such

as discordancy, to reject the most dissimilar egg from the nest

[65]. Alternatively, hosts may evolve reliable learning mechan-

isms to recognize their own eggs, enabling them to reject

foreign eggs that deviate from their recognition template [66].

Not all coevolutionary interactions proceed as in common

cuckoos and cuckoo finches, with the evolution of host-races

and host-specific egg mimicry. Brown-headed cowbirds and

Horsfield’s bronze-cuckoos Chalcites basalis are generalists that

lay eggs in the nests of multiple host species. They exploit a

‘Jack-of-all-trades’ strategy, such that their eggs are a decent

match to those of most hosts [67,68]. Furthermore, visual adap-

tations at the egg stage are not limited to egg mimicry and egg

signatures. Some bronze-cuckoos lay dark, cryptic eggs to

outwit parasitic conspecifics, which often remove an egg from

the nest before laying their own [16]. Additionally, some

common cuckoo host-races lay blue-green eggs; these eggs are

mimetic in some host nests but may also serve to exploit

hosts’ pre-existing preferences for attractive, sexually selected

blue-green eggs [69]. However, the jury is still out on the sexu-

ally selected nature of egg coloration [70,71]. Finally, model

eggs with truly weird appearances (e.g. white with black

polka dots) were commonly accepted into the nests of rufous

bush chats Cercotrichas galactotes, a common cuckoo host: per-

haps some brood parasites escape egg rejection by evolving

eggs that act as supernormal, ultra-speckled stimuli [17].
(c) Chicks and fledglings
Until recently, the ability of hosts to discriminate against

and reject parasitic chicks was unknown but has now been

demonstrated in multiple host species (reviewed in [72]). This

represents a huge shift in thinking about the evolution of

host recognition defences, which were predicted to occur

largely at the egg stage. In response to host discrimination of

parasite chicks, some brood parasites have evolved exquisite

chick mimicry. Three bronze-cuckoo species, for instance,

mimic not only the black, pink and yellow skin of their respect-

ive host nestlings but also match the colours of the hosts’ rictal

flanges (border of the gape) and their natal down [25]

(figure 1e). Chick mimicry by the shining bronze-cuckoo

(Chalcites lucidus) seems to have directly selected for poly-

morphic chicks in its host, the fan-tailed gerygone Gerygone
flavolateralis [24]. As a final observation, screaming cowbirds

Molothrus rufoaxillaris mimic the plumage of host greyish

baywing Agelaioides badius fledglings, resulting in prolonged

provisioning by host parents relative to non-mimetic shiny
cowbird Molothrus bonariensis fledglings [49] (figure 1h). This

raises the intriguing possibility that the arms race has evolved

even beyond the chick stage.

So far, parasite trickery in the form of chick mimicry

appears to be a rare phenomenon among the approximately

100 species of brood parasites. By contrast, tuning at the

chick stage, whereby the parasite taps into host provisioning

strategies, is much more widespread. A classic example of

visual mimicry at the chick stage involves the complex

mouth markings on parasitic Vidua finches nestlings, which

closely resemble those of the host chicks [26] (figure 1f ).

Vidua chicks are raised alongside host chicks, and hosts do

not appear to reject chicks with atypical gape markings [48].

However, experiments showed that chicks with non-mimetic

markings received less food [48], and the current perspective

is that Vidua gape mimicry evolved to stimulate host provision-

ing. This is therefore a form of parasite tuning rather than

trickery [8], but with a corollary: here, tuning may have

provoked a coevolutionary response in hosts, such that host

chicks end up mimicking the exaggerated markings of Vidua
nestlings in order to get their fair share of food [31]. Accord-

ingly, lineages of estrildid finches parasitized by Vidua
spp. have more complex gape markings than non-parasitized

lineages [26].

Another remarkable case of parasite tuning is found in

the Horsfield’s hawk-cuckoo chick, which has evolved a

yellow wing patch beneath each wing. The chick flaps its

wings and displays the wing patches, simulating multiple

gapes and increasing provisioning from its foster parents

[27] (figure 1g). The gape-coloured skin patches may be

especially effective because they are supernormal in colour,

with enhanced ultraviolet reflectance and brightness relative

to host gapes [28].
3. Advances
The diverse functions of many vision-based adaptations,

as illustrated in §2, have been well described. But what

chemical, genomic, neurophysiological and perceptual mech-

anisms underlie these adaptations? Turning our attention

now to this question, we highlight some of the most exciting

advances in the field.

(a) Chemical bases of colour mimicry
To begin to understand the proximate basis of eggshell

mimicry, it is critical to assess whether parasite–host simi-

larity arises through an ancestrally shared mechanism, a

mechanism that evolved twice independently, or two differ-

ent mechanisms that converged on the same phenotype.

A recent line of research into the chemical basis of egg color-

ation has assessed these alternatives by analysing the

eggshell pigment composition of hosts and mimetic parasites

[73]. Despite the apparent diversity of avian egg colours and

markings, there are only two common pigments in eggshell:

biliverdin (blue-green) and protoporphyrin IX (rusty brown),

which appear to generate all avian egg colours [74]. Struc-

tural mechanisms, which explain the overwhelming range

of non-pigmentary plumage coloration in birds [75], for

example, are surprisingly limited in their contribution to

egg coloration [76,77].

The chemical basis of eggshell colour mimicry appears to

be straightforward in mimetic avian parasite–host systems: if

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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the host egg is blue, and heavily pigmented by biliverdin,

then so are the parasite’s eggs; similarly, if the host egg is

beige-brown and pigmented by protoporphyrin IX, then so

are the parasite’s eggs [73]. This supports the hypothesis

that the same pigmentary mechanisms arose independently

in hosts and parasites. These egg pigments are ubiquitous

across avian lineages and their deposition appears to evolve

and re-evolve easily. Indeed, the simple but flexible toolkit

provided by eggshell pigments may explain why egg poly-

morphism, mimicry and signatures are hallmarks across

arms races in many avian parasite–host systems. Future

work should focus on the pigmentary basis of skin and

plumage mimicry by chick, fledgling and adult parasites.
 rans.R.Soc.B
372:20160339
(b) Genomics of egg coloration
Egg coloration and patterning are some of the most elaborate

adaptations in parasite–host arms races, yet the pigments

responsible are simple. This leaves the genetic and genomic

basis of eggshell mimicry and polymorphism as the next frontier

in our understanding of egg coloration. In this context, there are

two important research directions. First, given that eggshell pig-

ments are shared across avian taxa, what are the genetic factors

that control the colour, timing, spacing and amount of pigment

deposition during the final stages of egg formation in the ovi-

duct? Second, in specialist parasites targeting a specific host,

what are the contrasting genomic mechanisms responsible for

host eggshell versus host-chick mimicry?

Though we still know little about the genes underlying egg

coloration, several recent studies in chickens have shed light on

the genetic basis of blue versus brown eggshells. Sequencing

approaches have identified SLCO1B3 as the autosomal gene

expressed during the deposition of biliverdin in the oviduct,

controlled by an EAV-HP insert which is present only in blue

egg-laying chicken lineages [78,79]. Similarly, locally high

levels of expression of the gene CPOX are associated with

more protoporphyrin deposition, making eggs darker and

browner in colour [80]. Knowing the genes involved in chicken

egg colour provides a starting point for investigating the gen-

etic basis of egg mimicry in parasite–host systems: are the

same genes involved?

In addition, big questions remain about genetic mechan-

isms underlying egg versus chick visual mimicry, especially

with respect to sex-linked genes. Consider common cuckoos:

females lay consistently similar eggs, even after they mate

with multiple males; in turn, males mate with females that

lay different colour morphs of eggs. How can egg-morph

specialization be maintained? A hypothesized solution is

that, unlike in chickens and quails [81], egg coloration and

patterning must be under the control of the female sex chromo-

some W in the different host-races of these cuckoos, which is

feasible because in birds females are the heterogametic sex. In

support of this mechanism, mitochondrial (mtDNA) genomes

(inherited maternally), but not autosomal nuclear (nDNA)

genomes, of female cuckoos from different host-races show

differentiation that parallels eggshell polymorphism [82]. More

recently, the analysis of not only mtDNA but also female-specific

(W) sex-chromosomal genes has suggested that, among blue

egg-laying common cuckoos, egg colour could be controlled

by female sex-based genetic mechanisms [83].

However, whereas the eggshell is a clear extension of the

female’s phenotype, female-specific sex-chromosome genes

cannot explain the evolution of visual mimicry in host-
species-specific chick gape patterns across parasitic Vidua
finches [26] (figure 1f ). Both female and male young express

mimetic colour patterns, so colour and patterning must be

under the control of chromosomes other than W. We know

little about the genomic basis of vision-based adaptations, but

with the current advances in sequencing and gene-expression

approaches, this is only a question of focus and time, rather

than technique and methodology.

(c) Colour vision and neurophysiology
It is clear that host vision is a driving force in the evolution of

adaptations and counter-adaptations in avian brood parasite–

host systems (figure 2a). But how variable is colour vision

among hosts? Birds possess four colour receptor cone cell

types, one of which is sensitive to violet or ultraviolet wave-

lengths. Across bird species, the four colour cones appear to

have fairly similar spectral sensitivities, but there is pronounced

variation in the ultraviolet-sensitive cone, which has peak sen-

sitivity around 365 nm (ultraviolet-sensitive, UVS) or 405 nm

(violet-sensitive, VS). An initial investigation of 13 brood para-

site hosts suggests that there is not a clear relationship between

UVS and VS vision and host rejection behaviour [84]. Increasing

the number of species for which the colour cones have been

fully characterized is an important next step for investigating

colour vision in hosts, as cone properties allow for the calcu-

lation of photon capture. Photon capture is the primary input

to current models of avian colour perception [85], which have

been applied powerfully to questions about egg, chick, fledg-

ling and adult mimicry by brood parasites [51]. Despite this,

current perceptual models are simple and fail to capture

many of the complexities we believe to be crucial for colour

vision. Moving forward, it will be essential to explore (i) the

spatial organization of photoreceptor cones [86], (ii) the effects

of diet on oil droplet tuning and colour discrimination [87],

and (iii) the neural mechanisms of colour opponency, colour

categorization and colour memory [85,88].

(d) Computer vision and image processing
In some scenarios, pattern may be a much more important

signal than colour. When a host bird examines her eggs, cov-

ered with spots and squiggles against a uniform background

colour, how does she recognize these eggs as her own, and

which features are most salient? Sophisticated computer

vision and image processing algorithms are helping to address

these questions. Until recently, quantitative studies of complex

patterns (with a spatial dimension, i.e. markings, texture) were

very rare in the brood parasitism literature—and in animal

coloration studies, generally—but this is changing: rigorous

pattern analyses are finally becoming mainstream. Several

studies have employed ‘granularity’ analysis, which breaks

down information in an image into different spatial scales.

The analysis has parallels to early-stage spatial filtering in ver-

tebrate visual systems and has yielded insights into egg

mimicry [52,63], egg signatures [14], egg diversification [89]

and cuckoo mimicry of hawk plumage [56].

Recently, Stoddard et al. [15] applied a new feature detec-

tion and pattern recognition tool, NATUREPATTERNMATCH, to

egg images and showed that several hosts of the common

cuckoo have evolved individually recognizable pattern signa-

tures in response to cuckoo mimicry. Based on tools from

computer vision, including the Scale-Invariant Feature Trans-

form (SIFT), NATUREPATTERNMATCH roughly approximates
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mid-level biological processes believed to be important for

visual recognition in vertebrates [15]. Specifically, SIFT features

are identified in a way that mimics neuron response in the

primate inferior temporal cortex [90], which plays a key role

in object recognition. In addition, the extracted features

resemble those to which primates [91] and birds [92] pay atten-

tion in object recognition tasks. In general, we still have much

to learn about the processes by which animals perceive spatial

information. In the future, it will be critical to determine which

computational model of pattern vision is appropriate for the

biological question at hand and to validate models with behav-

ioural experiments. Before long, we may be able to determine

which parts of the host brain are involved in recognition

tasks and to link this to perceptual models of pattern proces-

sing. Functional brain imaging of crows, showing which

regions are activated during human face recognition [93],

suggests that this pipe dream may soon become a reality.
372:20160339
4. Future directions
Avian brood parasitism—and its visual dimensions regarding

colour diversity, signatures and especially mimicry—has long

served as a model study system for coevolutionary interactions

[1]. We have learned that the specific paths, rates and potential

endpoints of arms races are nearly as varied as the specific

parasite–host systems in which we study these trajectories.

Recent work has shed light on parasite–host dynamics in

understudied brood parasitic lineages [72]. These include the

black-headed duck Heteronetta atricapilla, a species without

egg colour mimicry, the cuckoo finch and the New World

striped cuckoo Tapera naevia, two species with both egg

colour mimicry and egg colour polymorphism, and the honey-

guides, in which eggs have evolved to match the shape and size

of host eggs. The stage is now set for full-scale comparative

analyses of vision-based adaptations in hosts and parasites.

We identify three avenues ripe for future research.

(a) Genomic and sensory bases of vision-based
adaptations

Although the phenotypic patterns of parasite–host

coevolution are well characterized in several mimetic systems,

we know virtually nothing about the genomic, sensory and

neural mechanisms underlying host adaptations. Fortunately,

ours is an era of advanced comparative genomic methods.

Earlier in §4b we discussed recent progress towards unravelling

the genetic underpinnings of egg colour mimicry. Identifying

the genes and pathways responsible for egg colour mimicry

and polymorphisms—and indeed chick colour mimicry and

polymorphisms—represents one of the most crucial goals for

future work. Only by illuminating the genetic and genomic

bases of adaptation in parasites and hosts will we gain a full

picture of how and when such adaptations evolved, how they

coevolve with other traits and how they are maintained or

lost over time. In the context of adaptive animal coloration,

Hubbard et al. [94] outline several essential questions: How

many genes influence pigment variation? Are the same genes

responsible for convergent phenotypes? How is colour variation

influenced by selection? Can we detect signatures of selection in

pigmentation genes? These are the questions we must also

answer in avian brood parasite–host systems. In fact, because

coloration traits are under such intense selection pressure,
these systems provide an especially compelling model for

investigating the genomic bases of adaptation. One promising

approach that can be applied to these questions involves using

broad-scale whole-genome alignments to track genic and regu-

latory innovation across different lineages [95], allowing us to

determine how precisely parasites track genomic shifts in

hosts. The ease with which we can sequence and assemble

whole genomes (with dozens of avian genomes now available,

and the number rising) should help make this a reality.

We also live in an era of advanced functional neural imaging.

Increasingly sophisticated approaches now allow us to track

the neural activation of specific brain regions during critical per-

ceptual and cognitive tasks, including in brood parasitic birds

[96]. These techniques also allow us to investigate the neural

connectome. We can now explore the connectivities required

foradaptive decision-making, such as the detection and rejection

of foreign eggs in the nest, and we can identify the neural reward

circuits that may be activated during different stages of the

breeding season, such as chick provisioning. Understanding

neural machinery may help to solve some outstanding mys-

teries: In response to parasite mimicry, do hosts evolve a more

fine-tuned visual system or a more discriminating cognitive pro-

cess—or both? Are there sensory and cognitive adaptations in

brood parasites that help them achieve better-than-expected

egg mimicry by carefully selecting host nests [97]?

(b) Phenotypic adaptations in specialist versus
generalist parasites

It appears that specialist and generalist parasites use different

types of mimicry when attempting to avoid detection in the

nests. Specialists typically rely on trickery, attempting to repli-

cate the phenotypic range of the host offspring (egg, chick and

fledgling mimicry). By contrast, generalists typically tune into

the perceptual world of the hosts, imitating or exaggerat-

ing host offspring traits (large eggs and chicks, enhanced

begging). These are traits which characterize healthy and

vigorous progeny in hosts; such traits are difficult to evolve dis-

crimination against. Consequently, mimicry in generalist

parasite–host systems is typically inaccurate. The evolution of

rejection rules based on a viability signal can cause mistaken

rejection of a healthy own offspring, the cost of which would

be paid not only by parasitized but also by non-parasitized indi-

viduals in the host population.

(c) Comparison to other sensory modes
Thus far, we have focused exclusively on adaptations in the

visual realm of avian brood parasites. But at the nest, all of

the senses are engaged, and brood parasites and hosts

across diverse lineages have evolved many adaptations evok-

ing the acoustic, tactile and possibly olfactory modalities. We

review and contrast these adaptations at each stage of the

avian brood parasitic process in table 1. Moving forward, it

will be essential to study vision-based adaptations as they

relate to other sensory adaptations. Two pressing questions

are: (i) Why do the vision and acoustic domains predominate

in avian brood parasite–host systems? (ii) Are visual and

acoustic adaptations complementary or redundant?

Our analysis (table 1) shows that the visual and acoustic

senses are dominant, and adaptations are much more plenti-

ful and elaborate in these domains. However, in some avian

systems, tactile and perhaps olfactory adaptations have taken
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on new importance. For example, yellow warblers Setophaga
petechia probably use touch to determine if they have been

parasitized, burying or deserting parasitized clutches if they

detect a too-large egg [98]. In addition, Eurasian magpie

Pica pica hosts of great spotted cuckoos can detect odours

of experimental eggs, but whether they actually use odour

when rejecting natural parasitic eggs has yet to be determined

[41]. Future experiments should attempt to titrate the relative

importance of visual, acoustic, olfactory and tactile cues used

by hosts for rejection within the same context and host–para-

site species pairs. Our aim should then be to understand

whether and how signals are integrated into multicomponent

(multiple signals, same sensory domain) and multimodal dis-

plays (multiple signals, different sensory domains, e.g. chick

begging) [99]. For instance, how do multicomponent (colour

versus patterning of eggs) and multimodal (gape colour

versus vocalization of chicks) signals combine to influence a

host’s ability to detect parasitic intruders?

Second, our analysis (table 1) suggests that parasites

benefit from having both fixed and flexible elements in

their signalling repertoires, with fixed signals perhaps more

important for specialists and flexible signals more important

for generalists. Many visual signals are fixed, such that the

parasite cannot actively modify them during the breeding

season (such as hawk-like plumage or mimetic eggs). Acous-

tic signals, by contrast, tend to be flexible: consider the

Horsfield’s bronze-cuckoo chick, which—despite having
ejected its nest-mates—rapidly shifts to mimic the correct

begging calls of its actual host species, whether it begins

life in the nest of a fairy-wren or a thornbill host [37]. Thus,

fixed visual versus flexible acoustic signals may facilitate

the escalation of different types of arms races in different

avian brood parasite–host systems. As a start, we should

explore these ideas by analysing the extent to which fixed

and flexible signals co-occur, at different stages of the para-

sitic process, in specialist and generalist parasitic taxa.

Ultimately, our ability to make sense of the staggering diver-

sity of sensory-driven, phenotypic adaptations across parasite–

host lineages hinges on our knowledge of natural history. As we

embrace modern tools for the study of animal coloration, we

must also continue the long tradition of field-based behavioural

experimentation, in which we can dissect and quantify the

decision thresholds and fitness consequences of interspecific

interactions at each stage of the arms race [100]. The ease with

which we can perform these experiments remains one of the

great strengths of avian brood parasite–host systems [101].
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